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I object to this application because it is in unspoiled green site . Waste should be taken to built up
areas or greenfield sites . I don't believe Clay is needed when I understand WSCC have around 25
years of reserves . Looking at the bigger picture , hopefully we will make building materials out of
recycled materials rather than continue to plunder our planet .
If clay is to be used , it should be collected near to the factory making bricks , not driven in HGV for
miles along narrow rural roads .
The roads are narrow, bendy , without pavement and liable to flooding . Drivers have to drive in the
middle of the road ( in some places) when this happens to avoid flooding engines . In my experience
of most HGV, they are too fast , too aggressive and tend to bully smaller road users . These include
cars , bikes , pedestrians, horse riders and horse carriages. The idea of a huge increase is terrifyingly.
There would be a loss or change of the use of foot paths . In an area like this . Foot paths are one of
our ONLY amenities. We don't have parks , running tracks , stadiums , pavements . I believe our
human rights respect our right to a peaceful life and amenities.
This project would disrupt or damage the amazing wildlife we have here with noise , pollution and
damage to trees and nature .
Bird song would be drowned out , there would be noise and light pollution. The vibration of the extra
heavy traffic could disturb the foundations of listed building .
Ultimately, I think it a terrible, terrible idea and hope the people who make these decisions look up
from their deliberations, see what is happening to our planet , and say NO to this .
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